
 
 
 
 

 

"Stereotypes, they're sensual, cultural weapons.  at's the way that we attack people. 
At an artistic level, stereotypes are terrible writing." Junot Diaz
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We Believe in Power of Poster
 
A tool for critical and creative thinking to  ght sterotypes
 
This booklet is one of the results of the international youth project “Our Gold” 
organized by Arcirigazzi Portici, the Italian leading partner, and other European 
partner organizations and a group from the Euro-Mediterranean region, such as 
Palestine, Jordan, Tunisia, Germany, France, and Turkey.
The project aimed to:
-       Raise awareness about the different implications of minorities and migration 
issues
-       Promote approaches to integratingyouth minorities into societies without 
prejudice
-       Enhance the youth’s competencies of inclusion of youth with different beliefs
-       Practice orcreate common communication and media tools by youth and for 
youth
-       Improve the critical analysis of the participants in  ghting stereotypes and 
prejudice
 
 
During the second phase hold in Tunisia in September 2016, hosted by the Tunisian 
partner CCAB – Club Culturel Ali Belihoune, some workshops were organized using 
*Loesje’s method in the creative writing and critical thinking.
 
This method is based on a collective text-writing workshop (writing in a group and 
not as single individual). The collective text-writing aims to let participants get 
in uenced by each other’s thoughts and cultures. 
 
These poster series came out by 35 participants from 7 countries in 4 parallel day 
workshops to think together and create advocacy messages in posters with new 
ideas related to the project’s subject because new ideas were born everyday.
 
Loesje promotes the right to Freedom of Speech and Expression through using this 
creative way of producing advocacy tools and messages to be distributed across the 
countries. We believe in the power of people, solidarity between people, and refrain 
from social exclusion.
If you want to know more about Loesje and her method, please visit our page www.
loesje.org/ palestine



SOME TIPS

WRITING:  playing with words is one of Loesje’s favourite activities

ASSOCIATION: think of as many words and ideas as possible that are 
related to the topic or make a chain of associations

CONTRADDICTION: look for the contradiction or the opposite of the 
subject that you are writing about.

COMPARISON: Compare your ( opinion of ) topic or something that is 
new for you ( and others ) to something that is well - know.

EXAGGERATION: Make the subject, or the things it implies, bigger.

STIMULATION/SUGGESTION: Making others see things in a different 
way is always nicer than telling them what to do.

TURNAROUND: Say things in a different way; swap-subject and object 
in a sentence or turn the contest around

QUESTION: You can make people think about, or reassess, a topic 
they’ve taken for granted by asking them a question about it.
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